
PITCH-VOWEL INTERACTION INVOLVES relations between harmon-
ics and formants. A formant is an acoustic resonance of the vocal
tract. It is a wave phenomenon in which forward and backward trav-
elling sound waves between the glottis and the lips reinforce each other.

Resonance occurs only at specific sound frequencies known as formant fre-
quencies. In a neutral vowel like /\/ or /√/, these formant frequencies occur
around 500, 1500, 2500, 3500, 4500 Hz, all are about 1000 Hz apart from each
other. The separation is different for every vowel, however.

Most vowels are distinguished by the first two formant frequencies, labeled
F1 and F2. Compared to the neutral vowels, the vowel /å/ has a high first
formant (around 700 Hz) and low second formant (around 1100 Hz), the
vowel /i/ has a low first formant (around 300 Hz) and a high second for-
mant (around 2100 Hz), and the vowel /u/ has both formants low (about
300 Hz and 800 Hz).

It is important to keep clear that the vocal tract does not produce these fre-
quencies; it only resonates them. They must be produced by a source of sound,
such as the glottal airflow between the vocal folds during vibration. The
source generally produces many sound frequencies, simultaneously. If the
sound is continuous, steady, and not noisy, the frequencies are harmonically
related. There is a fundamental F0, a second harmonic 2F0, a third harmonic
3F0, and so on. Individually, each harmonic can be considered a tone, a pure
whistle-like sound to which we would assign a pitch if it were heard in iso-
lation. We can also assign a tone and pitch to a formant, with the under-
standing that it exists only as a tone location, a place in tonal space where a
harmonic can be resonated (or boosted).

If we use traditional clefs for musical notation, harmonics and formants
can be shown to coexist. The notation can be quite confusing and cluttered,
however, unless a clear symbolic notation is used. To date, I have not found
such a symbolic notation, but will propose one for discussion. Let the sec-
ond harmonic of any note be written as a small diamond (�) and the third har-
monic as a small rectangle (▫). Higher harmonics
could be given additional symbols, but let that be a
future discussion. With regard to formants, let the
first formant F1 be a single symbol (Example 1) and
the second formant F2 a double version of the sym-
bol (Example 2).
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Most of the interesting interactions occur between
the first two harmonics (F0 and 2F0) and the first formant
(F1). Example 3 shows a vowel sequence /ø–i–ø–i / to
be sung on the pitch intervals D4–A4–D4–A4. Here we
see that the fundamental (normal quarter note nota-
tion, �) and the second harmonic (�) alternate in both,
being below F1 for D4 and both being above F1 for A4.
A simple representation such as this can give much
insight into the way pitch-vowel interaction can be man-
aged pedagogically. For example, on the note D4 the sec-
ond harmonic is closed to F1 (just below it). This location
will strengthen the second harmonic more than the fun-
damental, giving rise to a chest (or modal) registration
in voice quality. On the note A4, the fundamental is clos-
est to F1 (just above it), giving rise to a falsetto-like reg-
istration if no vowel modification takes place. Of course,
singers can prevent this stark registration contrast by
changing the vowels.

The important visual feature in Example 3 is the cross-
ing of the formant trajectory (dashed line) with the har-
monic trajectories (solid lines). Whenever such a crossing
occurs, voice instabilities can arise in pitch, loudness,

and voice quality. Thus, a clear and compact notation
would be helpful.

I solicit some discussion among Journal of Singing read-
ers on this topic. Many of you have already formulated
ideas, perhaps much better than these presented here. A
NATS conference discussion would then be appropriate.
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